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Best Black Women's Erotica - Blanche
Richardson 2001
Collects fifteen stories sharing the erotic
relationships of people in a variety of
circumstances by writers including Tananarive
Due, Karen Johnson, Private Joy, Zane, and
Nilaja A. Montgomery.
Howard Huang's Urban Girls - Howard Huang
2010
Sexy in the city: Howard Huang's anime-inspired
glamour girls When photographer Howard
Huang began shopping his fashion book around
New York in 2002 he had no idea he was about
to become the master of urban photography.
Back then, Huang, originating from Taiwan,
thought "urban girls" were just women who lived
in the city, explaining, "English is my second
language; I was still learning." Nonetheless,
when the editor of Black Men magazine asked if
he knew how to shoot sexy women he said,
"Sure!" and set about staging the magazine's
voluptuous singers, models, and actresses in
fantasies inspired by his love of comic books and
anime. His composite photos feature exotic
locales, lush interiors, or the neon-washed
nighttime streets of Manhattan. His shapely
heroines, including singer Jacki-O, actress Vida
Guerra, and reality TV stars Hoopz, Deelishis,
and Risky Jones, escape on sleek motorcycles;
rob banks with guns drawn and Halliburton
cases spilling money; brandish swords like
Japanese assassins; conjure fire; hunt big game,
and generally kick ass while displaying their own
generous posteriors in photos reminiscent of
video games. "The trick is to rework an image to
enhance my vision, without drawing attention to
cheesy Photoshop special effects," says Huang,
african-women-gaand-photo

who studied under advertising photography
master Michel Tcherevkoff. The result is a
unique marriage of the new pictorialism with
classic glamour photography, and a look at the
little known niche market of African-American
and Latina bikini models, collectively known as
"urban girls." Text in English, French, and
German
Is It Black Women Bodies Or White Women
Sex? - Raymoni Love 2011-08-14
Sex, love and beauty have always gone hand in
hand, and with today's black and white women,
men have wonderful choices. I have seen white
women on television, actresses like Kelly Brook,
Megan Fox, Jessica Alba, etc., and their beauty
matches their professionalism. No longer can
men say that black women have the best bodies,
because now white women have asses, breast
and beauty to complement their chances in any
contest. There should not be a generalization
when it comes to women, because not all black
women have great asses, and not all white
women ass are flat. However, what makes them
beautiful is in the eye of the beholder, and the
beholders in this book are men. Men, of all
lifestyles, are presenting their claim of what
women they prefer, and why they choose them.
In addition, there is more to love about women
then their respective bodies, and the men help
us to explore essential details of what make
women beautiful to them. See, a woman can
have a body like Serena Williams, but cannot
boil an egg, or a woman can have beauty like
actress Aishwarya, but is inept when it comes to
sexually pleasing her man. Love transcends any
boundaries society or Hollywood place on
women, the essentialities that make men choose
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white women over black women, or vice versa,
stems from experience they share with you in
this book.
Four Degrees of Heat - ReShonda Tate
Billingsley 2006-03-01
The mercury is soaring, and it's the perfect time
to dive into a pool of uninhibited
sensuality—take a break from the heat with this
collection of steamy summertime encounters
featuring four of the most popular African
American women writers. Going south for her
summer break, a high school math teacher puts
her assets to work as an exotic dancer in Maxed
Out by Brenda L. Thomas. But when her secret
double life follows her home to Philadelphia,
things swing wildly out of control as she tries to
walk the line between sexy woman and sex
object. Worlds collide when a street-smart
beauty scores with a multimillionaire during a
summer that climaxes with the New York City
blackout. Crystal Lacey Winslow captures the
edgy thrills—and the dark side—of carnal
pleasures in Sex, Sin & Brooklyn. In Rochelle
Alers' Summer Madness, a sexy brother with a
mysterious past turns a pretty librarian's play-itsafe Hamptons vacation into a torrent of sensual
delights. But can she trust him without knowing
his whole story? A jilted bride is on the Rebound
in ReShonda Tate Billingsley's tale of passion in
unexpected places. A Houston attorney goes solo
on the Belize honeymoon she was supposed to
share with her husband—and makes a sizzling
connection with a handsome stranger in
paradise.
My Big Ass Black Book - Playa D 2014-01-16
Do you have so many honeys that you can't fit
them in the standard size little black book? Fret
not! This 150+ lined pages is magazine sized to
hold so many names and numbers that you won't
even be able to handle all the action that awaits
you!
Protect Me: A Guide to Protect Young Black
Women... - Sedaria Williams

Banks and her mother Carolyn show readers
why when you kick perfection to the curb and
showcase your unique beauty ain't nobody gonna
stop you! In Perfect Is Boring, Tyra Banks and
her mother, Carolyn, get raw, real and cray-in-agood-way as they share what they’ve learned on
Tyra’s journey from insecure preteen to
supermodel and entrepreneurial powerhouse.
Though she’ll be the first to tell you she is not
her daughter’s best friend—‘cause she ain’t that
kinda mama!—there’s no doubt that Carolyn’s
signature mix of pep talks and tough love got
Tyra to where she is today, and here they pay it
forward to empower readers with a reminder
that perfect really isn’t all that. Whether they’re
writing about watching Tyra’s most imperfect
moment go viral (Does “Be Quiet Tiffany!” ring
any bells?), no-holds-barred sex talks or how
they’ve overcome everything from fashion
industry discrimination to media fat-shaming
and a misguided attempt at a music career, they
never lose their sense of humor or we-got-yourback-spirit. Full of smart, wise, and often
hilarious lessons for mothers, daughters, fathers
and sons everywhere—including “Take
Responsibility for Yourself,” “Lip Gloss + Pizza
Sauce = Boss,” and “Fix It or Flaunt It”—Perfect
Is Boring is a must-read for anyone who needs a
kick in the booty, a pat on the back, or a good
reason to laugh-out-loud.
National Trade and Professional
Associations of the United States and
Canada and Labor Unions - 1980
The Big-Ass Book of Crafts 2 - Mark Montano
2012-01-03
TLC’s While You Were Out top designer Mark
Montano’s wildly anticipated follow-up to The
Big-Ass Book of Crafts features more than 300
easy and fun crafts, with tips and tricks for
quirky projects to make at home. Searching for
crafty inspiration? Eager to try some new
techniques? Need some more junk for your
trunk? Well, look no further! In this cheeky
sequel, Mark Montano picks up where his wildly
popular The Big-Ass Book of Crafts left off, with
even more spectacular—and easy-tomake—projects sure to satisfy crafters of all skill
levels. Turn colorful ribbons into a showstopping scarf. Transform old cargo pants into a
kick-ass carryall. A high-drama neckpiece made

Cape Times Directory of Southern Africa - 1976
Nyasaland Government Gazette - Nyasaland
1947
Perfect Is Boring - Tyra Banks 2018-04-03
Supermodel and super CEO of our time Tyra
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out of zippers? Absolutely. Along with a host of
other wearable wonders, this exciting all-new
volume includes sections such as Pillow Talk
(fun, comfy, and made from the most surprising
materials), Letter Perfect (cool designs to pop
into the mailbox nearest you), Hey, I Could Use
That (make a big statement with little things
from magnets to nail polish), Just Kid-ding
(cheery décor made from kid-centric stuff,
guaranteed to make you smile!), That’s Shoe Biz
(fun fixes that give sidelined footwear and
handbags a whole new life), and dozens of other
ideas that are inventive, imaginative, and just
plain fun. With his trademark humor and noholds-barred approach to crafting, Mark will
have you tapping into your creative soul and
taking simple techniques to a whole new level in
no time. We’re not talking plant-hangers and
potholders here—the more than 150 handmade
projects in this truly unique compendium are
artistic, eye-catching, and cutting-edge, from
cool brooches and earrings to ingenious belts
and bags, from Bauhaus-style furniture to
fishbowl lanterns, and so much more!
On the Down Low - J.L. King 2005-04-05
A bold exposé of the controversial secret that
has potentially dire consequences in many
African American communities. Delivering the
first frank and thorough investigation of life “on
the down low” (the DL), J. L. King exposes a
closeted culture of sex between black men who
lead “straight” lives. King explores his own past
as a DL man, and the path that led him to let go
of the lies and bring forth a message that can
promote emotional healing and open discussions
about relationships, sex, sexuality, and health in
the black community. Providing a long-overdue
wake-up call, J. L. King bravely puts the spotlight
on a topic that has until now remained
dangerously taboo. Drawn from hundreds of
interviews, statistics, and the author’s firsthand
knowledge of DL behavior, On the Down Low
reveals the warning signs African American
women need to know. King also discusses the
potential health consequences of having
unprotected sex, as African American women
represent an alarming 64 percent of new HIV
infections. Volatile yet vital, On the Down Low is
sure to be one of the most talked-about books of
the year. “A survey by the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta found that nearly a quarter of
african-women-gaand-photo

black HIV-positive men who had sex with men
consider themselves heterosexual.” —Essence
The Willie Lynch Letter and the Making of a
Slave - Willie Lynch 2011-06
This speech was said to have been delivered by
Willie Lynch on the bank of the James River in
the colony of Virginia in 1712. Lynch was a
British slave owner in the West Indies. He was
invited to the colony of Virginia in 1712 to teach
his methods to slave owners there.
Sister Gumbo - Ursula Inga Kindred 2004-08
Presents conversations with more than twenty
African-American women on such topics as
dating, sex, marriage, motherhood, friendship,
aging, self-image, and spirituality.
Naked - Ayana D. Byrd 2005
A collection of witty and insightful essays by
African-American women of all ages and walks of
life--including Iyanla Vanzant, Jill Nelson, Jill
Scott, and Melyssa Ford--addresses a variety of
issues related to body image, includiing hair
texture, skin color, weight, sexuality, and
acceptance. Original.
National Trade and Professional
Associations of the U. S., 1983 - Craig
Colgate, Jr. 1983-10
Black Skyy - Janet Stevens Cook 2007-07-10
Hiding a secret life as vigilante justice assassin,
Fortune 500 mogul Sandy Knight applies her
uncanny intellect throughout a series of darkly
erotic adventures on the streets of New York and
Washington, D.C. Original. 15,000 first printing.
Why Black Men Love White Women - Rajen
Persaud 2008-01-12
THE IRREVERENT, EYE-OPENING, AND
HILARIOUS BOOK THAT DARES TO ASK... Why
do so many high-profile black men date and
marry the most ordinary white women? Why do
so many other black men desire and covet the
company of white women? And why does this
subject deeply touch so many people of both
races? Are these provocative questions matters
of love, sex, revenge, power, or politics? All of
the above, asserts Rajen Persaud in this
illuminating, no-holds-barred book that will have
you laughing with recognition while
fundamentally changing the way you see just
about everything -- from sex and marriage to
your own gender and race in all its foibles,
pretensions, and ultimate possibilities.
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Challenging every one of our preconceptions
about mixed-race relationships, Rajen Persaud's
commentary lights up a topic that has only
deepened in intensity and relevance in the
decades since Sidney Poitier asked the world
"Guess who's coming to dinner?" The answers,
so deeply ingrained in our fabric as a nation and
even grounded in our past, force us to look at
ourselves and our culture with new eyes while
pondering matters of CELEBRITY: From Michael
Jordan to Bryant Gumbel to Tiger Woods, highprofile affairs and marriages with no shortage of
controversy. SEX: Are black men choosing white
women -- or rejecting black women? RACE: How
white male insecurity is the key to
understanding racism. RELATIONSHIPS: Is it
more than love that brings the races together?
POLITICS: How fear is used to gain power, from
sexual politics to global war. MEDIA: How
movies and television keep black men running to
white women. ...and much more. Get ready for
Why Black Men Love White Women -- and finally
understand the relationship phenomenon of our
times.
Colonial Phantoms - Dixa Ramírez 2018-04-24
Using a blend of historical and literary analysis,
Colonial Phantoms reveals how Western
discourses have ghosted—miscategorized or
erased—the Dominican Republic since the
nineteenth century despite its central place in
the architecture of the Americas. Through a
variety of Dominican cultural texts, from
literature to public monuments to musical
performance, it illuminates the Dominican quest
for legibility and resistance.
Thick - Tressie McMillan Cottom 2018-01-08
One of Book Riot's “The Best Books We Read in
October 2018” “To say this collection is
transgressive, provocative, and brilliant is simply
to tell you the truth.” —Roxane Gay, author of
Hunger and Bad Feminist Smart, humorous, and
strikingly original essays by one of “America’s
most bracing thinkers on race, gender, and
capitalism of our time” (Rebecca Traister) In
these eight piercing explorations on beauty,
media, money, and more, Tressie McMillan
Cottom—award-winning professor and acclaimed
author of Lower Ed—embraces her venerated
role as a purveyor of wit, wisdom, and Black
Twitter snark about all that is right and much
that is wrong with this thing we call society.
african-women-gaand-photo

Ideas and identity fuse effortlessly in this vibrant
collection that on bookshelves is just as at home
alongside Rebecca Solnit and bell hooks as it is
beside Jeff Chang and Janet Mock. It also fills an
important void on those very shelves: a modern
black American feminist voice waxing poetic on
self and society, serving up a healthy portion of
clever prose and southern aphorisms as she
covers everything from Saturday Night Live,
LinkedIn, and BBQ Becky to sexual violence,
infant mortality, and Trump rallies. Thick speaks
fearlessly to a range of topics and is far more
genre-bending than a typical compendium of
personal essays. An intrepid intellectual force
hailed by the likes of Trevor Noah, Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie, and Oprah, Tressie McMillan
Cottom is “among America’s most bracing
thinkers on race, gender, and capitalism of our
time” (Rebecca Traister). This stunning debut
collection—in all its intersectional glory—mines
for meaning in places many of us miss, and
reveals precisely how the political, the social,
and the personal are almost always one and the
same.
White Fragility - Dr. Robin DiAngelo 2018-06-26
The New York Times best-selling book exploring
the counterproductive reactions white people
have when their assumptions about race are
challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and
beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist
educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the
phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to
‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the
defensive moves that white people make when
challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear,
and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in
turn, function to reinstate white racial
equilibrium and prevent any meaningful crossracial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops,
how it protects racial inequality, and what we
can do to engage more constructively.
Enough - Roger Thurow 2010-06-22
Original publication and copyright date: 2009.
Shadow Bodies - Julia S. Jordan-Zachery
2017-10-27
What does it mean for Black women to organize
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in a political context that has generally ignored
them or been unresponsive although Black
women have shown themselves an important
voting bloc? How for example, does
#sayhername translate into a political agenda
that manifests itself in specific policies? Shadow
Bodies focuses on the positionality of the Black
woman’s body, which serves as a springboard
for helping us think through political and
cultural representations. It does so by asking:
How do discursive practices, both speech and
silences, support and maintain hegemonic
understandings of Black womanhood thereby
rendering some Black women as shadow bodies,
unseen and unremarked upon? Grounded in
Black feminist thought, Julia S. Jordan-Zachery
looks at the functioning of scripts ascribed to
Black women’s bodies in the framing of
HIV/AIDS, domestic abuse, and mental illness
and how such functioning renders some bodies
invisible in Black politics in general and Black
women’s politics specifically.
The Salisbury Directory - 1969

reporting rude neighbors to Homeland Security,
harboring a crush on her grocery store clerk, or
fighting-and losing-the Battle of the StairmasterLancaster explores how silly, strange, and notso-fabulous real city living can be. And if anyone
doesn't like it, they can kiss her big, fat, pink,
puffy down parka.
Clay and the Construction of Black Masculinity
in Amiri Baraka's "Dutchman" - Carmen Odimba
2015-05-07
Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject
American Studies - Literature, grade: 1,3,
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (American
Studies), course: Seminar „Recent Developments
in American Theater”, language: English,
abstract: The 1950s and 1960s are one of the
most exciting chapters of African American
history, politically and artistically. They bore a
profusion of new ideas. While leaders like Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X proposed radically
opposed solutions to the problems of black
people’s rights, writers and intellectuals handled
the Harlem Renaissance’s heritage and music
saw the hard blues from the earliest part of the
century gain in popularity. It is in this period, in
1957, that Amiri Baraka – still LeRoi Jones at the
time – moved to New York’s Greenwich Village
and became part of the Beat Movement. He then
founded the literary magazine Yugen with his
wife and obtained his first critical acclaim as a
poet for Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide
Note... published in 1961. In 1960, he went to
Cuba. This visit changed his life. He became
aware of the relationship between politics and
arts and decided to incorporate his political,
social and spiritual beliefs in his writing, using
poetry and drama as means to educate. Baraka’s
transitional period would give birth namely to
Dutchman, a controversial play which premiered
in 1964. The audiences were especially shocked
by the political allusion to the Genesis. Baraka
also transposed his own evolution in Clay: the
movement from docile, assimilated and
insignificant black man to proud revolutionary
and marginal poet telling out loud his truth to
the white institution.
An Angry-Ass Black Woman - Karen E. Quinones
Miller 2012-10-02
Traces the impoverished early years of Ke-Ke,
who awakens from a coma in her midlife to
confront events that shaped her resolve to leave

Around the Way Girl - Taraji P. Henson
2017-07-04
In her memoir, "the screen actress writes of her
family--the one she was born into and the one
she created. She shares stories of her father, a
Vietnam vet who was bowed but never broken by
life's challenges, and of her mother who survived
violence both in the home and on DC's volatile
streets. Here too she opens up about her
experiences as a single mother, a journey some
saw as a burden but which she saw as a gift"-Amazon.com.
The International Who's Who of Women 2002 Elizabeth Sleeman 2001
Over 5,500 detailed biographies of the most
eminent, talented and distinguished women in
the world today.
Bright Lights, Big Ass - Jen Lancaster
2007-05-01
Jen Lancaster hates to burst your happy little
bubble, but life in the big city isn't all it's
cracked up to be. Contrary to what you see on
TV and in the movies, most urbanites aren't
party-hopping in slinky dresses and strappy
stilettos. But lucky for us, Lancaster knows how
to make the life of the lower crust mercilessly
funny and infinitely entertaining. Whether she's
african-women-gaand-photo
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Harlem, earn an education, and pursue a writing
career.
The Bull-Jean Stories - Sharon Bridgforth 1998
Fiction. African American Studies. LGBT
Studies. Using traditional storytelling and
nontraditional verse to chronicle the course of
love returning in the lifetimes of one womanloving-woman named bull-dog-jean, the bulljeanstories give cultural documentation and
social commentary on African-American herstory
and survival. Set in the rural South of the 1920s,
THE BULL-JEAN STORIES herald the spirit of
African-American people. "BULL-JEAN STORIES
by Sharon Bridgforth isn't a book that you read,
it's a book that you hear...The language in THE
BULL-JEAN STORIES is sweet and intense, as
are the thoughts and exploits of bull-dog-jean.
Every passage sings...This book gets my
unqualified recommendation and also a
suggestion: if you can get Austin performance
artist Bridgforth to your town for a reading, do
it. You won't be disappointed." Sara Look "The
book THE BULL-JEAN STORIES] brings to life
the sights and sounds of the rural south in the
1920s with stories that leap to you from the well
of love and life, untangling open heart wounds
with words and uncovering the strength of the
author in pure character. ..Bridgforth's talent as
a storyteller is purposeful and loving. Consistent
in THE BULL-JEAN STORIES is the cultural
shadow that bull-jean, an 'all-my-heart'
revolutionary, secretly and outwardly conquers
with nobility and ease, but not without pain...The
book carries you with it, not the other way
around." Sandra Beckmeier ..".Set in the rural
South of the 1920s, these stories are infused
with a mother tongue that will work its magic on
you, transporting you in time and place...The
non-linear structure of her poetic/circular
storytelling in the bull- jean stories makes for a
natural transition from page to stage. It also is a
very ingenious way to highlight what is the
essence of oral tradition: how it sounds...Here
the rhythm and the flow of the words and the
dialect come together as if in song. These jazzy
poetic riffs need to be read aloud. This is one
book that should come with a CD Bridgforth's
language begs to be heard." Debra Hiers "It
reads like a play, speaks like a poem, visualizes
like scenes from a movie, and lingers in your ear
like your favorite song. Hooray for sharon
african-women-gaand-photo

bridgforth on her first published performance
stories. It includes all the literary elements you
expect in a novel: setting the rural south of the
1920s; a round character bull- dog jean la rue;
plot and conflict will she or won't she find
'Lovve'?; and style, tone, and language woven in
the oral tradition of Southern dialect. Yet it's not
(a novel, that is)...Perhaps the brilliance of the
work is the way bridgforth infuses historical data
into humor, sentiment, and lyrical prose,
illuminating what it meant to be an AfricanAmerican butch lesbian living in the
South...Truly, what bridgforth has done with this
collection, THE BULL-JEAN STORIES, is sure to
set a precedent for future storytelling writers. It
is a must-have in your repertoire."—Lambda
Book Report"
This Will Be My Undoing - Morgan Jerkins
2018-01-30
From one of the fiercest critics writing today,
Morgan Jerkins’ highly-anticipated collection of
linked essays interweaves her incisive
commentary on pop culture, feminism, black
history, misogyny, and racism with her own
experiences to confront the very real challenges
of being a black woman today—perfect for fans
of Roxane Gay’s Bad Feminist, Rebecca Solnit’s
Men Explain Things to Me, and Chimamanda
Ngozie Adichie’s We Should All Be Feminists.
Morgan Jerkins is only in her twenties, but she
has already established herself as an insightful,
brutally honest writer who isn’t afraid of
tackling tough, controversial subjects. In This
Will Be My Undoing, she takes on perhaps one of
the most provocative contemporary topics: What
does it mean to “be”—to live as, to exist as—a
black woman today? This is a book about black
women, but it’s necessary reading for all
Americans. Doubly disenfranchised by race and
gender, often deprived of a place within the
mostly white mainstream feminist movement,
black women are objectified, silenced, and
marginalized with devastating consequences, in
ways both obvious and subtle, that are rarely
acknowledged in our country’s larger discussion
about inequality. In This Will Be My Undoing,
Jerkins becomes both narrator and subject to
expose the social, cultural, and historical story of
black female oppression that influences the
black community as well as the white, maledominated world at large. Whether she’s writing
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about Sailor Moon; Rachel Dolezal; the stigma of
therapy; her complex relationship with her own
physical body; the pain of dating when men say
they don’t “see color”; being a black visitor in
Russia; the specter of “the fast-tailed girl” and
the paradox of black female sexuality; or
disabled black women in the context of the
“Black Girl Magic” movement, Jerkins is
compelling and revelatory.
Conversate is Not a Word - Jam Donaldson
2010
Many black men--from Bill Cosby to Michael Eric
Dyson--have spoken out about African American
society. But where are the voices of the women,
especially the young, funny, witty, sarcastic
ones? Jam Donaldson offers food for thought,
encouraging people to improve their lives as well
as the culture overall. Weaving her own warring
viewpoints into the discussion, Donaldson
provides not only comic relief but a window into
the complex, contradictory perspectives existing
within every member of the black community.
The Hottentot Venus - Rachel Holmes
2016-05-19
'A significant and timely book ... Holmes has
produced a laceratingly powerful story' Frances
Wilson, Literary Review In 1810 the slave turned
showgirl Sarah Baartman, London's most famous
curiosity, became its legal cause célèbre. Famed
for her exquisite physique – in particular her
shapely bottom – she was stared at, stripped,
pinched, painted, worshipped and ridiculed. This
talented, tragic young South African woman
became a symbol of exploitation, colonialism –
and defiance. In this scintillating and vividly
written book Rachel Holmes traces the full arc of
Baartman's extraordinary life for the first time.
Break Any Woman Down - Dana Johnson
2012-10-15
Presents a collection of short stories which
feature young black women who discover their
identities and emotions through relationships
with men.
Bad Fat Black Girl - Sesali Bowen 2021-10-05
“Sesali Bowen is poised to give Black feminism
the rejuvenation it needs. Her trendsetting
writing and commentary reaches across
experiences and beyond respectability. I and so
many Black girls still figuring out who they are
in this world will gain so much from whatever
she has to say.”—Charlene A. Carruthers,
african-women-gaand-photo

activist and author of Unapologetic: A Black,
Queer and Feminist Mandate for Radical
Movements “Sesali perfectly vocalizes the inner
dialogue, and daily mantras needed to be a Bad
Bitch.”—Gabourey Sidibe, actor, director, and
author of This is Just My Face: Try Not To Stare
“A powerful call for a more inclusive and 'real'
feminism.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Bowen writes from an authentic space for Black
women who are often left out of feminist
conversations due to respectability politics, but
who are just as deserving of the same voice and
liberation.”—Booklist (starred review) From
funny and fearless entertainment journalist
Sesali Bowen, Bad Fat Black Girl combines rulebreaking feminist theory, witty and insightful
personal memoir, and cutting cultural analysis
for an unforgettable, genre-defining debut.
Growing up on the south side of Chicago, Sesali
Bowen learned early on how to hustle, stay on
her toes, and champion other Black women and
femmes as she navigated Blackness, queerness,
fatness, friendship, poverty, sex work, and selflove. Her love of trap music led her to the top of
hip-hop journalism, profiling game-changing
artists like Megan Thee Stallion, Lizzo, and
Janelle Monae. But despite all the beauty,
complexity, and general badassery she saw,
Bowen found none of that nuance represented in
mainstream feminism. Thus, she coined Trap
Feminism, a contemporary framework that
interrogates where feminism meets today's hiphop. Bad Fat Black Girl offers a new, inclusive
feminism for the modern world. Weaving
together searing personal essay and cultural
commentary, Bowen interrogates sexism,
fatphobia, and capitalism all within the context
of race and hip-hop. In the process, she
continues a Black feminist legacy of unmatched
sheer determination and creative resilience. Bad
bitches: this one’s for you.
Makes Me Wanna Holler - Nathan McCall
1995-01-31
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • One of our most
visceral and important memoirs on race in
America, this is the story of Nathan McCall, who
began life as a smart kid in a close, protective
family in a black working-class neighborhood.
Yet by the age of fifteen, McCall was packing a
gun and embarking on a criminal career that five
years later would land him in prison for armed
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robbery. In these pages, McCall chronicles his
passage from the street to the prison yard—and,
later, to the newsrooms of The Washington Post
and ultimately to the faculty of Emory
University. His story is at once devastating and
inspiring, at once an indictment and an elegy.
Makes Me Wanna Holler became an instant
classic when it was first published in 1994 and it
continues to bear witness to the great
troubles—and the great hopes—of our nation.
With a new afterword by the author
Kiss My Black Ass! - Anthony X 2016-11-09
This book is his journeya Black Kiss-story thats
full of funny, entertaining, and in some cases,
heartbreaking stories of his years as a die-hard
Kiss fan committed to the hottest band in the
land. Its the voice for everyone who was there
and remembers what it was like being a
hardcore Kiss fan back in the day, with all the
mystery, excitement, anticipation, and mania,
but also the rejection, taunting, and funny looks.
So get ready to go back to a time before you had
a full-time job, responsibilities, commitments,
the stress of daily life, and when Kiss was the
most important thing in your life. Get ready to
relive your magical Kiss years all over again.
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Silvia Dubois - Cornelius Wilson Larison 1988
In an extended interview in 1883 Silvia Dubois,
then nearly 100 years old, told her life story to
Dr. Larison. This edition preserves Larison's
idiosyncratic phonetic spelling, with annotations.
Fat White Women and The Black Men That Love
Them - Ava Wright 2019-12-26
Jason is bad. Very bad. To him, all women are
the same and life seems bland and meaningless.
But a chance encounter at the bank leaves him
wondering if his world-view is the right one.
Cherish becomes the one woman who makes him
want to live a better life. But can he break free
of his criminal background and finally tell her
the truth? And can he keep her safe if he does?
JASON & CHERISH is the 6th instalment of the
"Fat White Women and The Black Men That
Love Them" series. Ava Wright crafts a highstakes story with the latest couple in "Jason and
Cherish: Guns and Roses"! Buy "Jason and
Cherish: Guns and Roses" to read the newest
tale of passion in the series today!
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